An integral analysis of hydrodynamics and heat transfer in a thin liquid film flowing over a rotating disk surface is presented for both constant temperature and constant heat flux boundary conditions. The model is found to capture the correct trends of the liquid film thickness variation over the disk surface and compare reasonably well with experimental results over the range of Reynolds and Rossby numbers covering both inertia and rotation dominated regimes. Nusselt number variation over the disk surface shows two types of behavior. At low rotation rates, the Nusselt number exhibits a radial decay with Nusselt number magnitudes increasing with higher inlet Reynolds number for both constant wall temperature and heat flux cases. At high rotation rates, the Nusselt number profiles exhibit a peak whose location advances radially outward with increasing film Reynolds number or inertia. The results also compare favorably with the full numerical simulation results from an earlier study as well as with the reported experimental results.
Introduction
Many investigations have been performed in the past on flow and heat transfer characteristics in thin liquid films due to the fact that high heat transfer rates can be obtained in thin films as reviewed by Webb and Ma [l] . Hydrodynamic characteristics of thin liquid films flowing over stationary and rotating disk surfaces are important in understanding the major factors affecting the heat transfer performance. A better with the experimental results. Rahman et al. [4] was the first to report a full numerical solution of the momentum equations using a finite difference scheme. The method utilized a boundary-fitted coordinate gridding scheme with a k-E model for turbulence closure and an iterative technique to define the free surface. They predicted the liquidfilm thickness in the vicinity hydraulic jump reasonably well and evaluated the effects at the outer edge of the disk. Rahman and Faghri [8] investigated the hydrodynamic behavior of a thin liquid film flowing over a rotating disk. They used a three-dimensional boundary-fitted coordinate system to perform the calculations. The computed film thickness agreed well with existing experimental measurements. It was also concluded that the flow was dominated by inertia near the entrance and by centrifugal force near the outer edge the disk. The hydrodynamic characteristics of a radially spreading liquid jet on a horizontal plate were also predicted numerically by Buyevich and Ustinov [9] .
However they reported no comparison with other studies.
Rao and Arakeri [ 101 performed an analytical study of free liquid jets on surfaces including circular plates, cones, and spheres. They used a boundary layer approximation and a third order polynomial for the velocity profile. The equations were solved by the integral method. Their work however did not include heat transfer in the film. Nevertheless, they were the first to use the integral approach to predict relevant parameters like film thickness. They also did not present any experimental validation of their data. 
Problem Formulation
The rotating disk is schematically shown in Fig. 1 which resembles the experimental set-up that has been utilized by Thomas et a1 [3] and Ozar et aZ [12, 22] In these experimental studies, the liquid film thickness and heat transfer coefficients were measured. Liquid film thickness measurements were made by either a capacitance probe where Y is the kinematic viscosity and a is the thermal diffusivity, both of which are assumed to be constant in the context of this analysis.
Since r, > h,, then, 5 >> 1 , we can infer that rz h0
Hence the momentum and energy equations take the form
Liquid Film Hydrodynamics
Integrating the momentum equation with respect to Z from 0 to 8 = -, we get,
h0
From continuity equation, we can write A parabolic radial velocity profile is assumed as,
( 1 1 
Heat Transfer in the Liquid Film
The heat transfer in the liquid film is analyzed by considering the two cases of constant disk surface temperature and constant disk surface heat flux. In either case, there is a thermal entry region where the thermal boundary layer lies below the film surface as shown in Fig. 1 . As it is shown in Appendix A for constant disk surface temperature case, the thermal entry region length scales as,
For moderate Peclet numbers, E -1 (or r* =: r,) since h, << r,, thus allowing us to neglect the entry length.
Constant disk surface temperature case
For this case, the temperature profile can be constructed as a second order polynomial given by, Nu, =27exp r0
The area-averaged Nusselt number can be defined as The temperature profile for the constant heat flux case is subject to 3 1 = 0 , i.e., prescribed heat flux at the wall, qo and adiabatic free surface. With these 
Results and Discussion
The calculation of the liquid film thickness and Nusselt numbers for constant wall temperature and constant heat flux cases were performed for a range of inlet Reynolds numbers Re = and Rossby numbers Ro = +.
The range of parameters were To better visualize the effects of rotation at a fixed value of inlet velocity or
Reynolds number, Figure 6 shows the effect of Rossby number on Nusselt number variation. At low rotation speeds (i.e. high Ro), the Nusselt number is highest at the entrance and decreases with increasing radial distance. At about Ro = 1, the trend exhibits an increase of Nusselt number from the inlet reaching a maximum value followed by a decay. At higher rotation rates (Ro = 0.5), this trend of Nusselt number becomes more pronounced with the maximum values of Nusselt number being an order of magnitude higher. The peak Nusselt number location shifts to smaller radii indicating that the rotational effects are felt at smaller radii with increasing rotation speed.
In Figure 7 , the results are shown for the constant heat flux case at two values of Rossby number. At low rotation rates (i.e. high Ro), the Nusselt number variation is similar to that of constant wall temperature case (shown in Finally, Figure 13 shows the comparison of the analytical solution given by eqn.
(26) for the negligible inertia case with the full solution for Re = lo4 and Ro = 0.5. It is seen that the two solutions differ substantially near the entrance region, but merge at large radii where the inertial effects have diminished.
Concluding Remarks
A detailed integral analysis of flow and heat transfer in a thin liquid film flowing over a rotating disk was formulated to determine the liquid film thickness and Nusselt numbers for both constant wall temperature and heat flux cases. The results are presented for a range of inlet liquid flow rates or Reynolds numbers and Rossby numbers.
It is found that the integral model captures the variation of film thickness over the disk radius for a range of parameters representing both inertia and rotation dominated regimes.
At low rotation rates corresponding to high Rossby numbers, the film thickness grows radially until the centrifugal effect becomes sufficiently strong at large radii. For high inlet flow rates or Reynolds numbers, the film thickness decreases radially with decay being stronger with increasing inertia. For low inertia, the film thickness increases radially due to significant retardation of the film flow by viscosity. In cases where both inertial and rotational effects come into play, the film thickness first increases reaching a maximum followed by radial decay. 
Since r, =. h, , the last term on the right hand side is small compared to the others. If 
